A qualitative molecular orbital rationalization of the selectivities in ortho, meta, and
cycloadditions of singlet excited states of substituted benzenes to alkenes, and of triplet state di-ir-methane rearrangements of substituted benzonorbornadienes is presented.
As the name suggests, excited states of benzene and substituted benzenes are prone to aroused reactivity tendencies, rearranging to high energy isomers, or combining with a variety of reagents toward which they are inert in the ground states.1'2 This generalization is particularly clearly manifested in the photoreactions of aromatic molecules with alkenes.1 In a cycloaddition between benzene and ethylene, the two ethylene carbons may become united to two carbons of benzene disposed ortho, meta, or to each other, as shown in The ortho cycloaddition was first observed by Angus and Bryce-Smith,5 and is the common photoreaction of substituted benzenes with electron-deficient alkenes such as maleic anhydride or acrylonitrile. 1 The cycloaddition occurs to a lesser extent with reactants of this type. Although discovered later,6 the meta cycloaddition is now known to be the usual outcome of irradiation of substituted benzenes with alkylethylenes.1 Bryce-Smith and coworkers have found that the meta cycloaddition is particularly favored when the difference between the ionization potentials of the arene and alkene is small.1 This reaction is also highly regioselective in cases where substituted benzenes combine with alkenes, so much so that the intramolecular version of this reaction, discovered by Morrison and Ferree, 7 has been used to spectacular advantage by Wender for the synthesis of acedrene and isocomene,8 outlined in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 . The Wender syntheses of a-cedrene and isocomene using intramolecular arene-alkene cycloadditions.
The examples given in Fig. 2 demonstrate a second phenomenon commonly observed in meta-photocycloadditions, namely that the reaction is regioselective, generally occuring by bonding of the alkene to the two atoms ortho to the most potent donor on the benzene ring. 2 These cycloadditions generally involve the singlet excited states of aromatics.
Triplet states of aromatics are usually quenched by energy transfer to alkenes. However, when the aromatic and the alkene are held in rigid proximity in a molecule such as benzonorbornadiene, interactions between these moieties can occur and lead to deep-seated rearrangements. What are the electronic origins of the selectivities observed in both singlet and triplet excited state reactions of aromatics with alkenes? Bryce-Smith, Longuet-Higgins, and Gilbert have considered the orbital symmetry aspects of singlet photocycloadditions,1'13 and we have described the relationships between excited state orbital electron distributions in triplet aromatics and regioselectivities in di--methane rearrangements of the benzonorbornadienes studied experimentally by Paquette and coworkers.10'11'114 Here, I will describe the molecular orbitals and configurations of the excited singlet and triplet states of substituted benzenes, and will attempt to establish a comprehensive, if necessarily qualitative, description of the origin of the various selectivities described earlier.
The qualitative ideas described here represent the planning for a computational study of the reactions which we have now begun. We must express a considerable debt to Professors Bryce-Smith and Gilbert for providing an elegant orbital symmetry analysis of the singlet photocycloaddition problem, and for the many experimental investigations which provide grist for the theoretical rationalization mill!
The excited states of benzene cannot be described in terms of a single electronic configuration, due to the degeneracy of the HOMOs and of the LUMOs.5 These orbitals are represented in Fig. 4 in a form which is suitable for discussion of both benzene and monosubstituted benzenes. The lowest excited singlet state of benzene is 1B2u, which is observed experimentally at 14.7leV above the ground state umax 2514nm). This state is lowest in energy because the electron repulsion in this singlet is less than that in any of the other three singlet states.15 By contrast, the lowest triplet state has Blu symmetry, and has an energy 3.59eV above the ground state.
As a simple mnemonic, it is useful to remember that the lowest singlet state is the negative combination of transitions involving orbitals of opposite symmetry (A÷S* and S÷A*), while the lowest triplet involves a positive combination of transitions between orbitals of the same * * symmetry (S÷S and A÷A ).
Monosubstitution of benzene or interaction of benzene with a second molecule removes the degeneracy of the HOMOs and of the LUMOs, so that the excited states will no longer consist of an equal mixture of two configurations.
This simplifies the description of the excited states of substituted benzenes, but before considering the consequences of this simplification, it is useful to consider first the molecular orbital treatments of excited state reactions, and the formaolism that will be used here.
Among the various models used for photochemical reactivity, the frontier molecular orbital method of Fukui is perhaps the moft revealing, and Herndon'6 and Epiotis17 have pioneered in the application of these ideas to the understanding of regioselectivity in photochemical reactions. We have shown earlier how frontier orbital interaction, configuration interaction, and bond order models are essentially equivalent treatments of photochemical reactivity.10 As described by many authors,18 photochemical pericyclic reactions involve interactions of an excited state of one molecule with the ground-state of a second. The general approach is shown in Fig. 5 In the case of a singlet excited state, this stabilized complex will have a geometry and energy close to that of the transition state for the corresponding thermal reaction, particularly if this is a ground-state orbital symmetry forbidden process. Rapid internal conversion will deposit the "excited complex" on the ground-state surface. This is shown schematically in Fig. 6 .
Here the arrows indicate how the excited-state, ground-state complex relaxes to an energy minimum due to orbital interactions of the type shown in Fig. 5 . The so-called excited state minimum has an extremely short lifetime in such a reaction, rapidly undergoing internal conversion to form the distorted ground-state, which subsequently relaxes to products.18 In the case of a triplet state, a similar process will occur, although a "pericyclic" geometry is less likely for the triplet complex, and intersystem crossing seems to occur more generally in biradical geometries. In the frontier orbital method, the initial distortions which lead to the "funnel"18 in which the formal internal conversion occurs from a singlet excited state, can be predicted by maximizing interactions between singly occupied excited state orbitals and doubly occupied or vacant orbitals with similar energies in the ground-state molecule.
The interaction of an excited aromatic with an alkene is somewhat more complicated, since the aromatic excited state, whether singlet or triplet, cannot be represented by a single configuration.
It is useful first to consider independently how each of the benzene HOMOs and LUMOs, if singly occupied, would best interact with the ethylene HOMO and LUMO. For benzene itself, the excited state might be considered to have each of these four benzene frontier orbitals one-quarter occupied. Both ortho and meta attacks experience favorable SOMO (singly occupied MO)-HOMO and SOMO-LUMO interactions. In fact, benzene and ethylene give nearly equal amounts of ortho and meta photocycloadditions in the singlet state. However, as first pointed out by Bryce-Smith,13 the particular combination of configurations that make up the lowest singlet excited state of benzene are such that it is not possible for the four frontier orbitals of benzene to interact randomly with those of ethylene.
Instead, we must think of the interaction of the S÷A* configuration, which stabilizes the meta complex more than the ortho, and of the A÷S* configuration, which stabilizes the ortho complex only, separately. Evidently, for ethylene, the net result of the interaction of these two configurations with ethylene is that both complexes are equally stabilized.
On the right of Fig. 7 , the distances between the benzene carbons undergoing cycloadditions in the various modes are shown.
Clearly, the ortho cycloaddition is favored by overlap considerations alone, since the alignment of p orbitals on the aromatic carbons will be more nearly ideal with the ethylene p orbitals for the ortho cycloaddition. This is expected to be true even when the benzene ring is somewhat expanded, as it is expected to be in the excited singlet state.
The relevant orbital interactions are considered in more detail in Fig. 8 The calculations were performed with the STO-3G basis set by fixing groundstate ethylene and benzene in the appropriate parallel planes arrangement at a distance of 2.5A. The interactions described in Fig. 7 are more clearly revealed here, and the greater changes in the frontier orbitals upon ortho PAAC 54:9 -E approach are manifestations of the greater orbital overlap in the ortho approach as compared to the meta. At the bottom of Fig. 8 , the total change in energies of the two configurations contributing to the excited singlet state of benzene (assuming only one-electron changes) are given. For the ortho approach, the A÷S* configuration is highly stabilized due to the strong mixing of A with the lower-lying ethylene HOMO. As the complex forms, the excited state of the complex will shift to become more heavily concentrated in this configuration, and the relative importance of the S÷A* configuration will diminish. This is somewhat different from the conclusions of Bryce-Smith13, who described this reaction as orbital symmetry forbidden.
Since we are only looking at the interactions early along the reaction path, the eventual correlation of the benzene S orbital with the product orbital of the butadiene system in the product is overlooked.
For the meta approach, the S÷A* configuration is highly stabilized, and the complex is expected to consist mainly of this configuration.
Even though overlap for a particular pair of orbitals is less than for the ortho approach, the raising of the S orbital and lowering of the A* orbital causes more net stabilization than for the ortho approach. The raising of S and the simultaneous lowering of A* in the meta complex is equivalent to Bryce-Smith's observation that the meta cycloaddition is allowed.13 While we would not necessarily have predicted a 1:1 mixture of adducts on this basis, it is amusing that the predicted stabilization of the ortho and the meta complexes is essentially identical! Clearly both the ortho and meta excited complexes will be highly stabilized, and so the formation of both adducts is nicely rationalized.
Bryce-Smith and Gilbert have made the famous generalization that alkenes with ionization potentials nearly the same (±O.24eV) of that of benzene undergo meta cycloadditions, whereas electron-deficient or electron-rich alkenes give primarily ortho, and some para, cycloadducts.4 They deduced that ortho and para cycloadditions occur from polar (charge-transfer) complexes.
How does the alteration of the ionization potential of the alkene influence the product ratio? In Fig. 9 , the orbital energies, from ground-state ionization potentials19 and electron affinities20, are shown for benzene, acrylonitrile, ethylene, cis-2-butene, and tetramethylethylene. These four alkenes give all ortho, 1:1 ortho:meta, all meta, and 1:8 ortho:rneta adducts, respectively.
In the case just discussed, that involving benzene and ethylene, the The electron is now in the lower energy orbital which is the bonding combination of and A* for the ortho or meta complexes. An electron has been partially transferred from A* to during the mixing process. Exactly the same diagram could be drawn for the meta complexation, but the preference for ortho cycloaddition can be attributed to the better overlap of with A* in the ortho complex. Additional stabilization of the ortho complex can occur by interaction of S with When the ionization potential of the alkene is decreased by alkyl substitution, a situation analogous to that shown for benzene and ethylene in Fig. 8 occurs. The S or A interaction with is maximized here due to the near degeneracy of these orbitals. The A* interaction with is also large.
As described earlier, such a situation leads to meta cycloaddition because the S÷A* configuration is highly stabilized upon interaction with the alkene in the meta complex. The controlling factor here appears to be the fact that both orbitals belonging to a single configuration can simultaneously interact with the alkene in the meta complex.
For an alkene with IP less than that of benzene, such as tetramethylene, charge-transfer from the alkene to the aromatic will occur in the following way. As shown in Fig.   11 , the interaction of one of the aromatic HOMOs with the tetramethylene HOMO will result in great stabilization due to the usual orbital mixing and because one electron is transferred from to the lower energy A + orbital. The S -interaction also adds stabilization.
The ortho cycloadduct is favored because the overlap of A with in the ortho fashion is greater than that of S with ii in the meta fashion. To summarize, the ortho adduct is favored when the alkene is either a better donor or a better acceptor than benzene. This is of course simply the BryceSmith generalization, derived in a slightly different way.
This argument can be extended to substituted benzenes, as well. In such cases, a single orbital interaction can be identified as the controlling frontier orbital interaction. For electron-deficient alkenes, the alkene-LUMO, aromatic-LUMO interaction dictates the preferred product, while for electron-rich alkenes, the alkene-HOMO, aromatic-HOMO interaction is controlling. When the SOMO-HOMO and SOMO-LUMO interactions are both important, as for benzene, cis-2-butene, the favored cycloaddition is that which can benefit from simultaneous interactions of both types, with both benzene SOMO's belonging to a single cofiguration contributing to the benzene singlet excited state.
The relevant orbital interactions which produce the selectivity observed for various types of alkenes are shown in Fig. 12. OII The latter energies are for radical ions at infinite separation, whereas the Coulombic attraction would make these electron-transfer complexes 5eV more stable if they were separated by only 2-3A. For benzene plus ethylene or cis-2-butene, the electron-transfer states are sufficiently high in energy so that they would be expected to mix with the excited state and provide stabilization, but not be formed exothermically.
For acrylonitrile and tetramethylene, the electron-transfer states are low enough in energy to be essentially identical in energy to 12u benzene plus the alkene. In these cases, significant electron-transfer is expected to be involved in the complex. In fact, these electron.-transfer configurations may become the most important contributor to the electronic structure of the complex.
We can use these conclusions to discuss the regioselectivities and This is easily rationalized on the basis of the polarization of the benzene orbitals induced by a donor substituent. As we have described before, a donor causes the changes in orbital energies and shapes shown in Fig. 1 . The HOMO is derived from S, and is increased in energy. The ortho and para coefficients are increased in magnitude at the expense of the jjç and meta coefficients.
The other orbital involved in interaction with the alkene orbital, A*, is essentially unchanged.
The regioselectivities can be attributed to the increased size of the ortho coefficients relative to the meta in the S orbital. Thus, the complex leading to 2,6-bonding is more stable than that leading to 3,5-bonding. Turning to the ortho cycloadditions, relatively low regioselectivity is observed.
For a highly donor-substituted benzene, the donor-substituent, rather than the approaching ethylene, will determine the symmetry of the interactions of S with the alkene r , since the A -it interaction would result in 2,3-selectivity.
In many cases, the ortho-cycloadditions are accompanied by exo selectivity. This can also be attributed to secondary orbital interactions between the alkene substituents and the secondary positions of the benzene, which are antibonding.
We have provided qualitative rationales of the various selectivities observed in singlet cycloadditions, and a model which we hope will provide general predictive value. I should also reiterate the similarities and differences between this model and an earlier one due to Bryce-Smith13. He analyzed these cycloadditions in orbital symmetry terms. To summmarize his conclusions, the ortho and cycloadditions are forbidden as concerted processes from 1B2 benzene and ground-state ethylene, while the meta cycloaddition is allowed either as a concerted process, or with the Nevertheless, we can understand regioselectivity of the reaction if we can understand whether the interaction of the aromatic triplet with the alkene is stronger at C-2 or at C-3. We have published a detailed description of the electronic structure of aryl-substituted benzonorbornadienes,1° and present here only a brief summary of our rationalization of selectivity for these species. Because of the disubstitution of the benzene ring and the interaction of the phenyl r orbitals with the alkene orbitals, the degeneracy of the aromatic orbitals is lifted in benzonorbornadiene. The orbital assignments in Fig. 17 S and A are used in the same sense as in previous diagrams, even though the symmetry plane in benzonorbornadiene is at right angles to the one used for previous designations.
The frontier orbitals which are most significantly polarized in the orthosubstituted derivatives are shown in Fig. 17 .
The numbers are STO-3G p orbital coefficients. Since donors influence filled orbitals much more than vacant, the HOMO of o-aminobenzonorbornadiene is polarized most. The cyano group, a strong electron-withdrawer, lowers the vacant orbitals most and polarizes the LIJMO much more than the occupied orbitals As a result, both ortho donor-and acceptor-substituted species bridge ortho to the sub stituent. For the meta-substituted molecules, we attribute the meta-bridging in the donor-substituted, and j-bridging in the acceptor-substituted, to the differing shapes of the LUMOs of these species. The orbital energies are given in Fig. 18 , and the idealized shapes of the LUMOs are shown in the drawing.
Due to the absence of symmetry in these molecules, the orbital mixing is sufficient to prevent labelling these as S or A, but the LUMO is predominantly A* in the convention used for monosubstituted benzenes, while the LUMO of the acceptor-substituted case is S. These qualitative models provide rationales of the bridging selectivity found for cycloadditions of singlet excited benzenes with alkenes, and for the triplet di-ir-methane rearrangements initiated by the interaction of triplet benzenes with alkenes. We are currently performing direct computations on excited benzenes in order to provide quantitative support for these models.
